IN THIS DECADE DEFINED BY
DISASTERS FIND A PORT IN THE
AFTERMATH OF THE STORM
THE STORM WARRIOR - CHRISTINE PERAKIS
Media Experience
Christine has written and appeared on numerous media, including:

Publications

Coming Soon

Story/Show Ideas

You can harness the power of the
Category 5 storms in your life or
business to thrive, whether it’s
actual flooding in the streets,
drowning in debt, or having the roof
blow off of a relationship.

BECOME A TRAIL
MONSTER

Don’t Get Swept Away by a Category 5 Blow to Your Life
or Business
The 7 barometers of resilience in weather, life, business,
relationships, or money!

Has a Personal or Life Disaster Left You Alone and Barely
Holding On?
Take the “Isolation Index” quiz to find out what you can do to
start thriving!

Christine Perakis brings order to chaos as a lifelong
professional rescuer, using her business acumen as an
attorney, entrepreneur, and certified executive coach,
combined with serving as a certified mountain rescuer, EMT,
How to Turn Any Catastrophe into Unstoppable Success!
Harness the power of the Category 5 storm in your life or business. 100-ton-licensed boat captain, and world-champion yacht
racer. Perakis leveraged these talents to create her small
business survival guide, the bestselling book, The
When Your Kids Are Caught in a Category 5 Storm
Teach your kids to navigate any challenge, hardship, or setback.
Entrepreneur’s Essential Roadmap.
What Do Natural Disasters, Divorces, Mass Shootings, and
Business Failures Have in Common?
These Category 5 "storms" can take you from "Category 5
Syndrome" to massive success and a life of purpose.
Who Weathers Adversity Better: Men or Women?

CONTACT

Create an Exit Strategy for Your Pet in Any Natural Disaster
christine@christineperakis.com
310-564-6365 (CA)
International availability by arrangement
Available as a last-minute guest
Based in Los Angeles
www.christineperakis.com

For 25 years, Christine has been dedicated to ensuring that
small business owners don’t have to “go it alone.” Yet, she was
alone in her home in the Caribbean when the most powerful
storm ever recorded in the Atlantic Basin, blew the roof off her
house, destroyed everything in it, and left her without running
water, electricity, and telecoms for months. . . For almost 24
hours, she was trapped in a “wind coffin” from the pressure of
the storm, and no one was coming . . . Suddenly, Christine
was the one who needed saving.

Christine experienced and observed a phenomenon she
coined and shares in the media: Category 5 Syndrome. It’s
the catastrophe after the catastrophe that most people
don’t realize they need to prepare for!

